Nanoscale measurements of the assembly of collagen to fibrils.
Observing the self-assembly of collagen from single collagen monomers to higher order fibrils and fibers provides a bottom-up approach to engineering its ultrastructure in comparison to structural studies of already formed collagen fibers. This approach can be used for the fabrication of controlled collagen-based biomaterials with varying mechanical properties. Here, we investigate the time-dependent self-assembly of collagen into single fibrils in vitro through high resolution imaging of collagen type 1 prior to fibrillogenesis. This was confirmed by comparing persistence length and diameter in controlled experiments and studying the morphology and mechanical properties of nanoscale collagen fibrils through AFM nanoindentation measurements. The Young's modulus of these collagen fibrils was estimated to be around 1GPa in the dehydrated state. The stability and mechanical characteristics of collagen obtained in these experiments indicate the hierarchical assembly occurs at both a structural and mechanical level.